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Someone recently asked me about 
the “zippers” on the blade.

Zippers? What Zippers?

Okay, so it appears we take for 
granted that everyone understands 
wind turbine blade parts and at-
tributes. Let’s take some time and 
describe the different parts of the 
blade.

Blade Root
The root allows for the blade to be 
attached to the blade and to trans-
fer all the blade and wind loads to 
the main shaft.  Most blade roots 
are round today but some have 
been shaped square in the past.  

Blade Tip
This is the outer most part of the 
blade.  Most turbines today are 
pitch regulated but some turbines 
that are stall regulated have a piv-
oting blade tip. The pivoting blade 
tip can be the primary method 
of slowing the turbine down for 
braking the turbine or it can be 
an emergency brake should the 
turbine go into overspeed.  The old 
Fayette turbines of the ‘80s did not 
have brakes and were designed to 
run with the blade tips out- normal 
operation- so turbine over speeds 
were not possible. 

Trailing Edge
The trailing edge of the blade is the 
end of the airfoil.  It is usually the 
knife edge of the blade although to-
day the trailing edge can be what is 
called a “flat back” airfoil in which 
the knife edge is cut off flat.  This 
allows for stronger structures and 
less weight.

Leading Edge
This is the part of the blade that 
tends to get the most attention for 
service today.  The leading edge 
is the part of the blade that first 
hits the wind in normal operation.  
The leading edge is usually fatter 
than the trailing edge and typically 
should be smooth with no imper-
fections.  

Airfoil
I once read in a blade forum that if 
it looks like an airfoil it probably is.  
The airfoil shape seems to be very 
sensitive to changes.  If you change 
it slightly, like with leading edge 
erosion or even just brush marks 
in the coating, then you change 
that airfoil.  In fact, you have just 
changed the airfoil into another 
airfoil, with different  performance 
curves.

Chord
If you draw an airfoil on a piece of 
paper and then draw a straight line 
from the two farthest parts of the 
airfoil- from the leading edge to the 
trailing edge, you have just drawn 
the chord line.  Usually the chord 
is indicated in meters , measured 
from the root  of the blade.  This 
reference is used so that you know 
which part of the airfoil is being 
referenced in a discussion or re-
port.  

Long Side (Round Side, Aero 
Low Pressure Side, Structural 
High Pressure Side) 
This is the side of the blade that 
develops low pressure in which 
the blade then tries to move into.  
Notice that this is also the high 
pressure side structurally as the 

blade skin is compressed as the 
blade loads up and typically bends 
back toward the aero low pressure 
side, down wind.  Most commonly 
referred to as the Low Pressure 
side.

Short Side (Flat Side, Aero High 
Pressure Side, Structurally 
Low Pressure, or Tension Side)  
This is the side of the blade that 
remains at atmospheric pressure, 
which is relatively higher pressure 
than the other side of the blade.  This 
side of the blade usually operates 
in tension like a rope as the blade 
flexes back.  This is usually the up 
wind side of the blade.  This is most 
commonly referred to as the High 
pressure side.

Lift
Is what is generated when the airfoil 
passes in the wind.  This is the force 
that we use to rotate the rotor which 
is generated by properly orientating 
the airfoil in the wind.  
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Drag
Drag is the friction generated by the airfoil as it passes 
in the wind.  Sometimes drag is good such as when the 
winds are very strong and you don’t want to absorb 
more power. But most of the time we are concerned 
with drag costing us energy as it robs us of being able 
to produce more electricity.  Leading edge erosion can 
cause additional drag as well as change the perfor-
mance of the designed airfoil.   Adding vortex genera-
tors in the wrong area can increase drag so be careful.

Vortex Generators
Are devices that are typically added to the Aero low 
pressure side of the blade to help improve lift.  The 
devices cause the air to swirl which in turn helps 
keep the air flow attached to the skin which also helps 
reduce drag.  Vortex generators help prevent stall.  ( 
also referred to as zippers)

Trip Tape
Is used to cause a disturbance in the airflow.  
Although this disturbance may cause drag, it is 
planned  that this purposely installed issue will pre-
vent a much larger issue of unwanted stall or drag 
which will cost much more than the minor problem 
it may cause.

Stall
Is the loss of lift caused by the separation of the air flowing 
over the Aero low pressure side of the blade.  If an airplane 
stalls you would know it as it would start to drop from the 
sky.

Pitch Marks
Are usually placed at the root of the blade, both inside and 
outside to help properly mount  the blade and to adjust 
blade pitch.  The marks are usually are parallel or line up 
with the chord line of the airfoil at the very tip of the blade.

Root Cuff 
Also known as the “shark fin” if you’re from the U.S Wind-
power  group…  This is the transition point from the round 
root shape to the active airfoil of the blade.  It is usually the 
widest portion of the blade with the largest airfoil chord.

Okay, so some of these terms or others that describe 
parts or functions of the blade are strange but all of them 
have been used to describe parts of a blade.  Hopefully it 
helps you improve communication within your group at 
your wind farm.  Discussing them amongst your team will 
help remove confusion and improve communication.  

As always work as safe as possible and work to prevent 
surprises.  
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Moventas USA recently carried out 
the first Clipper Liberty intermediate 
assembly roller bearing replacements 
that has ever been made up-tower. 
Mastering this type of challenging 
repairs is another example of the 

innovative, highly skilled SkySer-
viceTM that Moventas offers in North 
America and Canada.

Moventas’ Big Spring SkyService 
team completed yet another first 
when they replaced all four upper 

intermediate assembly roller bear-
ings up-tower in a Clipper Liberty 
turbine in Hamburg, New York for 
their customer First Wind.

Introduced in 2006, the 2.5 MW 
Liberty turbine was the largest 
wind turbine manufactured in the 
United States when it was first 
installed. Its field failure began to 
occur shortly after the first installs 
and spiked in 2011 before Clipper 
divested in 2012. Until now, the 
Clipper gearbox that is of a unique 
design has only been accessible for 
service at the factory and at consid-
erable expense to the end user.

Moventas worked in close 
cooperation with First Wind to 
understand the failure modes and 
the limitations in addressing those 
failures up-tower. In July, the Big 
Spring SkyService team successfully 
completed the first repair in New 
York within four days, extending 
the life of the gearbox.   

“The challenge was to develop 
the special tools as well as lifting 
and holding devices to access the 

upper housing half and intermediate 
gear assemblies,” said Steve Casey, 
head of Moventas North Amerifan 
facilities. “Designing and fabricating 
special tooling for challenging repairs 
is something that our Big Spring 
team has a lot of experience with.”

Moventas service teams located 
in Portland, Oregon and Big Spring, 
Texas work together to serve a 
diverse customer base, including 
OEM’s, O&M service providers and 
end users. With multiple workshops 
and regionally based field service 
and sales teams, Moventas offers 
local service and real time support, 
added with gearbox expertise that 
only an OEM can offer. Moventas 
also operates three tailor-made Mo-
bile Service Units across the USA 
and one in Canada, making up-tow-
er service fast and cost efficient.

The success of the Clipper 
project extends Moventas’ ability 
to address gearbox failures on-site 
and provides Moventas with further 
opportunities to grow its SkySer-
vice business in North America. 
Addressing the growing demand 
of life-extending gearbox service, 
Moventas has decided to open a 
new workshop facility and field ser-
vice homebase in St Paul, Minneso-
ta in February 2015.  
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